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27. Christopher Davies, G. The Tourist’s Guide to the
Rivers & Broads of Norfolk and Suffolk. PB, Jarrold &
Sons, London, Cheap Edition,[1889]. PB, [4],137,[19]pp
16mo
Modest soiling and creasing to the paper covers with
some loss to the spine but not faded and soundly bound.
Very good clean condition internally with advertising
section to the rear including Eastern & Midlands Railway
advert dated 1889.
A slighter smaller paperback making use of Christopher
Davies text from The Handbook to the Rivers and Broads. Marked in pencil as the 21st
edition and with many full page illustrations and vignettes. £25
28. Doughty, H. M. Summer in Broadland: Gipsying in
East Anglian Waters. HB, Jarrold and Sons, London, 3rd
Edition, 1890. [2],136,[4]pp 12mo
A near fine copy with fine bright green cloth boards with gilt
decoration to the front. Slight staining to the rear boards
and a little spotting to the page edges but the contents are
fine and clean.
An earlier edition in hardback. £65

29. Doughty, H. M. Summer in Broadland: Gipsying
in East Anglian Waters. Card Covers, Jarrold and Sons,
London, 1890. 136pp 12mo
The original illustrated card covers have some loss to the
edges of the illustrations plus loss to much of the spine.
There is also some creasing to the rear and slight
staining. However they are largely bright and clean.
Soiling to the upper edges and slight spotting to the
edges and a small number of pages but overall in near
fine internal condition.
This copy in card covers is dated 1890 but does not state the edition. The front
illustration is by W. A. Bettesworth. £50
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30. L[eathes], H. M. Rough Notes on Natural History
in Norfolk & the Eastern Counties. Card Covers, Jarrold
& Sons, London, [1890]. 141,[3]pp 16mo
The original card covers are sound but have some soiling and
wear at the edges. There is loss of 1.5 inches to the top of
the spine and slight loss to the bottom. The edges are only
lightly soiled and there are inscriptions dated 1900 and 1930
inside the front cover. Light foxing is present through the
text with a little more to the final pages otherwise the
contents are very good and well bound.
Colonel Leathes owned the Herringfleet Estate and lived at the hall. He recorded his
observations on the fauna of the district in this volume. Several pages also show his
appreciation of the skills of the Wherryman. £85
31. Jennings, Payne. Sun Pictures of the Norfolk Broads. One hundred
photographs from nature of the Rivers and Broads of Norfolk and Suffolk. HB,
Permanent Photo Printing Works, Ashtead, [1891].
[4],[4]pp 8vo
First edition in fine bright and clean brown cloth with gilt
decorated front boards. Clean page edges and soundly
bound with no cracking to the unmarked endpapers. The
guarded plates are near fine with a little staining to the
lower margins not affecting the photographs.

33. Suffling, Ernest R. History and Legends of the Broad District; With a
Glance at its Folk Lore, Ghosts, Churches etc. HB, Jarrold & Sons, London, [1891].
217,[7]pp 12mo
A lovely clean bright copy with gilt illustrated boards. The
corners are very slightly bumped and there is also slight
rubbing to the spine. Well bound and with clean page
edges bar a little spotting. The endpapers have 2 small
stamps but are otherwise unmarked and the contents are fine
and clean.
Written for Jarrolds Holiday series this is the second book
by Suffling. In this he seeks to “steer clear” of what had
already been written in the guide books. £57.50

34. Suffling, Ernest R. History and Legends of the
Broad District; With a Glance at its Folk Lore, Ghosts,
Churches etc. Card Covers, Jarrold & Sons, London,
[1891]. 217,[7]pp 12mo
Re-spined copy with title on the new paper spine and with
original card boards clean with a little loss and fading. Very
good and clean internally with a small owners label facing
the half title page.
Card covers with an illustration by W. A. Bettesworth. £45

The first edition published by Jennings own company with
auto gravures but without descriptive text. £50
32. Lunn, Colin. “Norfolk Broads.” HB, Jarrold and Sons, Art Publishers, London,
[1891]. 13,[1]pp Oblong 16mo
A little wear and rubbing to the cloth and gilt, and
with very good photographic illustration to the front.
Slight cracking to the front endpapers with a little
more cracking to the rear but the endpapers are
unmarked though creased. There is spotting and
soiling to the text and some of the photographic
plates but they are all well attached with some old
repairs to the edges.

12 sepia real photographs on 6 cards by Colin Lunn with accompanying text on
separate pages with no author indicated. Included are Wroxham Bridge, Gorleston
Harbour and Salhouse Broad. £250
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35. Suffling, Ernest R. How to Organize a Cruise on the Broads. Card Covers,
Jarrold & Sons, London, [1891]. 140,[6]pp 12mo
A re-spined copy with new unmarked cloth spine and original
rubbed and worn card covers which have a small chip to the
top front corner. Soiling to the edges and with new
endpapers. There is a little foxing and soiling internally,
including to the folding plan, but overall it is very good and
clean with an ink inscription to the verso of the preface.
Again with the card covers illustrated by Bettesworth this
third title by Suffling had a longer life than the last with
several different editions. It is a practical guide to all the
aspects of taking a cruise on the Broads. £45

36. Christopher Davies, G. The Swan and her Crew or the Adventures of Three
Young Naturalists and Sportsmen on the Broads and Rivers of Norfolk. HB,
Frederick Warne and Co., London, 7th Edition, 1892. xx,294,[4]pp Small 8vo
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The original decorated boards are in fine clean condition with
bright gilt to the front board and spine along with fine colour
illustration. The upper edges are soiled with light soiling only
to the others. There is a prize plate dated 1893 to the front
pastedown with the endpapers otherwise unmarked and
without any cracking; and with the contents fine and clean.
A later edition of Christopher Davies successful seventh
published book. This novel is suggested as the inspiration
for Arthur Ransome to write Swallows and Amazons. £35
37. Jennings, Payne; Suffling, Ernest. Sun Pictures of the Norfolk Broads. One
hundred photographs from nature of the Rivers and Broads of Norfolk and
Suffolk. Enlarged Edition. HB, Jarrold and Sons, Art
Publishers, London, [2nd edition], [1892]. [6],(98),[4]pp 8vo
The decorated brown cloth boards are in very good clean
condition but there is some soiling to the spine which also has a
little wear to the tips. Well bound with clean page edges but
with light to moderate foxing to a minority of the text and plates
- mainly the earlier and latter parts.
The second edition with introduction and descriptive text by
Ernest Suffling and now published by Jarrolds. £65
38. Rye, Walter. The Rights of Fishing, Shooting &
Sailing on the Norfolk Broads. Card Covers, Jarrold &
Sons, London, [1892]. 113,[1],iv,[2]pp 12mo
The original card covers are heavily soiled and with some
loss to front, rear and spine. Soiled edges also but in very
good clean internal condition with some pencil notes to the
margins.
An attempt to give the reader the rights and wrongs of public
access to the Broads. Rye was honorary solicitor of the
Norfolk Broads Protection Society and several cases are referred to. £150
39. Bickerdyke, John. The Best Cruise on the Broads with
useful hints on hiring, provisioning, and manning the yacht;
clothing; angling; photography; etc., etc. HB, Bliss, Sands and
Foster, London, [1895]. 142,[6]pp 12mo
Bright clean green cloth boards are a little rubbed and have
minor bumps to the upper corners. Soiling to the upper edges
and with signatures to the front pastedown and ffep (the latter
dated 1895). The endpapers and a couple of the earlier and
latter pages have foxing otherwise the contents including
photographic plates are in fine clean condition.

More a guidebook to the Broads than an account of a trip this is
by the prolific writer Charles Henry Cook who wrote under the pseudonym John
Bickerdyke. Writing such a presumptive title with such limited experience was criticised
by Walter Rye in Songs, Stories and Sayings. £85
40. [Coleman Laing, C.]. A Week on the Bure, Ant &
Thurne. HB, Privately Printed, 1895. [16],58,[1],[5]pp 8vo
Original blue boards with gilt title to front and spine in very
good bright clean condition with minor corner bumps. TEG
and with engraved bookplate of Gerald James Cuthbert to
the front pastedown dated 1910. There is an inscription
from the author dated 1895 on the page indicating this is
copy 24 or 26. The next blank free has the signature of
Herbert Woods. The contents are fine and clean and this
copy is soundly bound.
The story of a boating holiday starting from Wroxham on the yacht May Fly and written
in first person singular narrative. There is no indication of the limitation to the edition.
£325
41. Patterson, A. Man and Nature on the Broads. HB,
Thomas Mitchell, London, [1895]. 143,[1]pp 8vo
A fine copy with bright clean blue cloth boards with gold,
silver and black decoration to the front and ‘On the Broads’ in
gilt to the spine. AEG and with tanning to parts of the free
endpapers including to a large prize label from Raglan House
School, Brighton dated 1897. The contents are otherwise in
fine clean condition.
Monthly sketches about the people and bird-life of the
Broads which had previously appeared in Primitive Methodist Magazine brought
together in book form by Thomas Mitchell. £150
42. Warner, H. H.; Baines, A. Holiday Tramps through picturesque England &
Wales, With descriptions of Blossoms, Birds, and Butterflies, and the Creatures
of the Shore. HB, Iliffe & Son, London, [1895]. 2-313,[5]pp 16mo
The original boards are slightly rubbed, soiled and faded but
are overall very good and this copy is well bound. Another
copy noted indicates this is complete despite the pagination
and the contents including several folding maps are in very
good clean condition.
A narrative guide book to journeys around England and
Wales. The chapter on the Broads is at the rear starting on
page 259 and running to page 294. It includes several
illustrations and a small folding map. £30

43. Bowman Dodd, Anna. On the Broads. HB, Macmillan and Co., Ltd., London,
1896. xii,331,[1]pp 8vo
There is some soiling and minor fading to the spine otherwise
the original decorated boards are in very good condition.
TEG, untrimmed edges and soundly bound. Light to moderate
foxing throughout otherwise in very good internal condition,
and with no inscriptions.
The story of a trip starting at Wroxham with the hiring of the
yacht Vacuna. It had previously been in Century Magazine
but was published in book form with illustrations by Joseph
Pennell. Walter Rye commented sarcastically about this book with its American lady
and her brief experience. £45
44. Rudd, A. J. The Illustrated Guide to Fishing in Norfolk Waters. With full
Information as to Fishing Stations, Bait, Distances, &c., &c. HB, Jarrold & Sons,
London, 1896. 157,[1]pp 16mo
The original decorated boards have a little soiling but are
otherwise fine and there is spotting to the page edges. The
contents are in fine clean condition and include a folding map
of the Broads.
The most popular volume on this subject and published in
various editions. This one dated 1896 and without
advertising. £35
45. Brittain, Harry. Rambles in East Anglia or Holiday Excursions among the
Rivers and Broads. HB, Jarrold & Sons, London, 3rd Edition, 1897. 150,[6]pp 12mo
The gilt decorated blue boards are fine and bright though there is a
little soiling and staining to the spine. The page edges are soiled
but the contents are largely very good with a little light staining
only to small parts. Brief advertising sections to front and rear and
very soundly bound.
Third edition of the final book by Brittain telling of the jaunts
of three young friends based in Great Yarmouth. £35

but there are no maps present.
Later edition with several adverts dated 1897. £20
47. Doughty, H. M. Summer in Broadland: Gipsying in
East Anglian Waters. HB, Jarrold & Sons, London, 6th
Edition, 1897. 136,[4]pp 12mo
Blue cloth boards with black decoration to the front are in
very good clean condition but there has been a glue repair to
a split towards the top of the spine. The page edges are
largely clean and there is light foxing only to some of the
earlier and latter pages with the contents being largely fine.

The sixth edition with plainer decorated boards than seen in earlier versions. £45
48. Jennings, Payne; Suffling, Ernest. Sun Pictures of the Norfolk Broads.
The Studio Art Photo Works, Ashtead, 3rd Edition, [1897].
[6],103,[1]pp 8vo
There is soiling to the original decorated boards plus some
modest wear to the spine. Soundly bound and AEG with
only minor cracking to the front endpapers; also with a
signature to the ffep. With foxing to the endpapers but the
illustrated contents are fine and clean.
The cheaper third edition with the photographs in half tone
and published again by Jennings himself. £29.50
49. Rye, Walter. Songs, Stories, and Sayings of
Norfolk. PB, Agas H. Goose, Norwich, 1897. [6],160,[2]pp
12mo
Re-backed copy with original front and rear covers which
have several small chips. Soiling to the page edges and half
title page, and with a large ex-libris bookplate to the verso of
the front cover. The contents though are in very good
condition and include a brief Broads bibliography at the rear.
Includes a 6 page bibliography of the Broads. £15

46. Christopher Davies, G. The Tourists’ Guide to the
Rivers and Broads of Norfolk & Suffolk. HB, Jarrold and
Sons, London; Norwich, 23rd Edition, [1897]. [24],5158,[4]pp 12mo
Faded and worn green cloth with minor creasing.
Inscriptions to the ffep and pencil markings to several parts
of the text. Otherwise the contents are very good and clean
6
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50. Dutt, William A. By Sea Marge, Marsh and Mere.
PB, Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co., Ltd.; W. Gwyn,
London; Lowestoft, [1898]. [10],162pp 12mo
The original thin paper covers are soiled with some creasing
but are otherwise very good. There is a small amount of loss
to the tips of the spine but this copy is tightly bound and
7

complete. The page edges are also soiled but the contents are in very good clean
condition.
Largely a compilation of sketches from the Globe and Pall Mall
Gazette containing much material on the Broads and
apparently printed in low numbers. £75

51. Dutt, William A. Highways, Byways and
Waterways of East Anglia. PB, Dotesio & Todd, Lowestoft,
1899. [10],168pp 12mo
Worn and soiled paper covers with some small tears and
chips, and with new black tape spine. In a clear plastic
protector which has been taped to the inside front. Soiled
edges and with staining to the first few and final pages.
Light foxing also to a small number of pages but largely very
good internally.
Effectively a sequel to his book published just a year before and with a frontis
illustration by Edwin A. Croxon. Both volumes are scarce. £50
52. Darlington, Ralph. The Norfolk Broads. PB, Darlington & Co., Llangollen, [c.
1900]. (14),32,[2],80,2,16,(2)pp 16mo
Small guide with bright soft cloth covers which have just a little
creasing and soiling. Staining just inside the covers but the
illustrated contents are in very good clean condition. The
folding map has 2 small repairs and there are large general
advertising sections to the front and rear.
Like Ward Lock, Darlington’s list of British guides was
extensive but these thinner guides with soft covers are
infrequently seen. The contents include many photo vignettes.
£45
53. De Salis, Henry Rodolph. Norfolk Waterways: A
Guide to the Navigable Waterways of the Norfolk
Broad District, Compiled after a Personal Survey of the
Whole. Card Covers, Jarrold & Sons, London, 1900.
65,[3]pp 12mo
The original card covers are bright but slightly worn and
stained with a small amount of loss to the bottom of the
spine. There is very light foxing throughout with only a few
pages, including the verso of the covers, more affected.
Otherwise the contents are very good.
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This was one of a number of books on inland waterways and their navigation written by
De Salis and was intended to place before the navigator all the information needed for
his travels. £95
54. Lunn, Dr. H. S. Yachting on the Norfolk Broads. Pamphlet, H. Little & Co.,
Limited Norwich, [1900]. 26,[10]pp 16mo
Small pamphlet with original paper covers in very good
condition with just a little wear to the overlap and with owners
details in ink to the front. Foxing to the title and final page
otherwise the contents are fine and clean.
Small guide illustrated with photographs and with several
railway adverts dated 1900. £25

55. Zorn, Fritz. Bunce, the Bobby and the Broads: A Holiday Yarn. HB, Jarrold
& Sons, London, 1900. 262,[2],[2]pp 12mo
The illustrated boards on yellow cloth are only slightly soiled
to the front and rear but are more noticeably soiled to the
spine. They are also only slightly rubbed and the page edges
are clean. The front pastedown has an inscription, ‘With the
compliments of the author’ and above that a small sticky
label has been removed. The ffep has an ink signature (not
the author) and the free endpapers are both tanned. The
contents are fine and clean, and at the rear is an inserted
blue flyer for the 3rd edition of Bunce, the Bobby and the
Broads with ‘Some Press Opinions’.
Jarrolds entry into the Broads novel market proved popular with this amusing tale
enabling it to run to several editions including a cheap edition in 1902. Illustrations
also by Zorn. £35
56. Suffling, Ernest R. The Innocents on the Broads. HB, Jarrold & Sons, London,
1901. 329,[7]pp 12mo
The original illustrated green and red cloth boards are sound
but rubbed and also faded to the spine. There is soiling and
foxing to the page edges with moderate foxing throughout the
contents. Soundly bound and with a small publishers
advertising section to the rear.
Suffling wrote at least seven boys adventure books but this was
the only one about the Broads. This was semi-autobiographical
with his 40 years of experience enabling him to recount many
incidents. £35
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57. Everitt, Nicholas. Broadland Sport. HB, R. A. Everitt
& Co., London, 1902. xx,393,[1]pp 4to
Large paper copy. Half white vellum in fine clean condition
with only minor loss and wear to the rear of the paper
boards. TEG and with untrimmed edges which have some
spotting; also with clean unmarked endpapers. Very well
bound and with the contents fine and clean.
One of the major volumes on the Broads. This is the
unsigned deluxe edition without photogravure plates. It
deals exclusively with the sports and pastimes of the area
and was partly based on articles written by Everitt in periodicals such as The Field and
The Shooting Times. £245
58. Everitt, Nicholas. Broadland Sport. HB, R. A.
Everitt & Co., London, 1902. xxiv,393,[1],22pp 8vo
A fine copy with bright and clean green cloth boards and gilt
decoration. TEG and with spotting to the page edges and
endpapers. Very well bound with fine clean contents plus
22 page publishers advertising section to the rear.
The ordinary edition which originally sold out prior to
publication. £85
59. Blyth, James. Juicy Joe. A Romance of the Norfolk
Marshlands. HB, Grant Richards, London, 1903
xiv,[2],290,[2]pp Small 8vo
In original red cloth which is soiled and stained, and has a
‘Day’s Library’ label to the front board. The top of the spine
has a small nick but there is only very light rubbing. There is
soiling and foxing to the page edges and a little light foxing
internally. Otherwise the contents are very good and
without inscription.
A novel about the area and its people based on the characters Blyth experienced in his
time there. £57.50
60. Dutt, William A.; Southgate, Frank
[Illustrator]. The Norfolk Broads. HB,
Methuen & Co., London, 1903. viii,379,
[1]pp Small 8vo
The blue cloth boards are bright and
have a bright gilt decorated spine;
however there is a light circular (mug?)
stain to the front boards. The page

edges are soiled and foxed and there is a ribbon on stuck down card with inscription to
the ffep. This would appear to be contemporary with the publication. There is light
foxing throughout the text but this has barely affected the large number of plates, of
which 48 are in colour, or the folding map at the rear.
Possibly the most successful book on the Broads and written with the help of
contributors including Nicholas Everitt and Arthur Patterson. The first part covers
topography and the second part natural history. The 48 coloured and 29 uncoloured
illustrations are from paintings by Frank Southgate. This title ran to four editions the
last of which was published in 1930. £20
61. Ready, Oliver G. Life and Sport on the Norfolk
Broads in the Golden Days. HB, T. Werner Laurie, [1910].
xvi,249,[3],4,[2]pp 8vo
A re-backed copy with original board and spine. These are
clean but with a little loss to the top of the spine and minor
wear to the bottom; there is also minor fading. Soiled and
stained edges and with new unmarked endpapers. There is
largely moderate foxing to some pages and the plates have
staining to the upper margins which does not affect the
photographs except to the frontis plate. The plates have
been marked off in pencil to the list of illustrations but there are no other inscriptions or
notations.
Another highlight of Broads publishing. Ready spent his boyhood in the Broads and
these memoirs include stories of the usual fishing, sailing and shooting as well as
ratting and rabbiting. It was written during service in the Far East perhaps as a
companion to his other main work, Life and Sport in China. £75
62. Suffling, E. R. How to Organize a Cruise on the Broads. HB, Jarrold & Sons,
London, 5th Edition, [c. 1910]. 146pp 12mo
A very good copy with bright blue decorated boards which
are only lightly rubbed. The edges are only slightly soiled
and the endpapers are unmarked. The contents are very
good with minor foxing to a small number of pages and the
folding map is fine but for a small tape repaired tear.
The fifth and last edition undated but with a preface to the
fourth edition dated 1909 advising that it had been overhauled
in the hope of renewing its life. £45
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